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An Avifauna
From the Lower Miocene of South Dakota

By ALDEN H. MILLER
University of California Publications
Bulletin of the Department of Geological Sciences

Volume 27, No. 4, pp. 85–100,
8 figures in text
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New (4th) Edition

PHYSIOLOGY IN HEALTH AND DISEASE

By CARL J. WIGGERS, M.D.
Professor of Physiology and Director of Physiology Department in the School of Medicine of Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
Octavo, 1174 pages, illustrated with 247 engravings. Cloth, $10.00.

In its present form the work presents a great mass of material so organized as to make the essential facts readily accessible. This edition reflects the latest advances in the physiological interpretation of disease and the changes in the teaching of physiology. The period of national emergency through which we are passing has challenged physiologists to interpret not merely the natural diseases, but also those which war inflicts on men. This new edition presents a happy combination of fundamental principles and practical applications.
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Hold the temperature of that WATER BATH or JACKET with a

MILLER THERMOSTATIC ATTACHMENT
Carl D. Miller, 827 Salem St., North Andover, Mass.

CONSULTATIVE SERVICE FOR SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS

Ware Cattell and Associates offer a publication consultative service to educational institutions and to scientific societies. By training and experience we are especially well fitted to make surveys in the field of scientific and educational periodicals, and of alumni and other university, college and school publications.

We undertake to analyze, and to report, with recommendations, upon the costs of printing, publishing and editing.

WARE CATTELL AND ASSOCIATES
819 Thirteenth Street
Washington 5, D. C.
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Bacto-Agar

Bacto-Agar is a purified Agar prepared from domestic material. In the manufacture of Bacto-Agar extraneous matter, pigmented portions, and salts are reduced to a minimum, so that the finished product in the form of fine granules will dissolve rapidly, giving clear solutions.

Bacto-Agar is distributed only for use in bacteriological culture media upon proper certification by the purchaser.

Bacto-Asparagine

Bacto-Asparagine is a purified amino acid widely used in synthetic culture media and in the preparation of tuberculin.

Specify “DIFCO”

THE TRADE NAME OF THE PIONEERS
In the Research and Development of Bacto-Peptone and Dehydrated Culture Media.

DIFCO LABORATORIES INCORPORATED
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
CRystalline Biotin

For Microbiological Assay and Research

- Standardized solutions of crystalline biotin for microbiological assay procedures are available in following quantities:

  1 ml. ampuls—25 micrograms 1.00 each . . . 7.50 dozen

Since crystalline biotin is now more readily available, the special JMACO biotin concentrates will be discontinued when present supplies are exhausted.

For further information, write

GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC. • CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
DIVISION WYETH INCORPORATED
INTERNATIONAL
Clinical Model Centrifuge

The International Clinical Model is adaptable to practically any of the requirements of the smaller laboratory. Interchangeable accessories are available for swinging 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 15 and 50 ml. tubes, as well as \( \frac{1}{2} \times 4 \)" and \( \frac{5}{8} \times 4 \)" test tubes in either the angle or horizontal position. The Centrifuge is powered by a dependable high speed universal motor, and a steel guard bowl affords complete protection. A built-in seven-step speed control is provided, and the Centrifuge is attractively finished in durable baked brown wrinkle.

No. 428 Centrifuge, International Clinical, with rheostat, cord and plug, but without head and tubes, for 115 volts, A.C. or D.C., $42.75

(Accessory equipment extra)

Available on standard laboratory preference rating P-43

—CONSULT YOUR DEALER—

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Makers of Fine Centrifuges for More Than Forty Years

352 WESTERN AVE. BOSTON, MASS.
On flower bulbs and kidney function

It's a long way from the cumbersome stromuhr to the flower bulb that yields inulin, test substance for a practical, physiologically sound measure of kidney function. Yet, although performance of the inulin renal clearance test is a simple, non-traumatic procedure, the intrusion of pyrogenic reactions with renal hyperemia often made accurate results impossible.

To salvage this otherwise practical test of kidney function, an improved, pyrogen-free inulin was needed. The biologists, chemists and pharmacologists of the Warner Institute for Therapeutic Research were given the problem. New extraction procedures and special techniques of preparation were developed. Thus, a new and better inulin, prepared by the Warner Institute for investigators in this field, now brings safety and accuracy to one of our most valuable, practical procedures for study of kidney function.

The Warner Institute for Therapeutic Research makes available to investigators throughout the country the facilities of a large research organization with departments specializing in all of the basic branches of the medical sciences.

Inquiries should be addressed to:

William R. Warner & Co., Inc.
113 West 18th Street, New York 11, N.Y.

Makers of Pharmaceuticals, Ampuls, Sulfonamides and Special Therapeutic Agents.
**If It's a SUPERPRESSURE JOB**

... We Have the Solution ...

Pressures Up To 100,000 lb. p.s.i

Temperatures Up To 1000°F.

**Tell Us Your Troubles!**

---

A complete line for clinical laboratories devoted to all branches of chemistry, bacteriology, hematology, and parasitology. Tested and checked in our own clinical laboratories. Purity warranted. Our facilities assure prompt shipment of large or small orders. Inquiries invited.

NEW CATALOG

Reagents catalogued alphabetically—also according to subjects and techniques, plus medical reference guide. Catalog comprises full line blood testing sera including anti-Rh, anti-M and anti-N; also reagents for Wassermann, Kline, and Kahn tests. Write for your copy, FREE ON REQUEST.

---

**GARCEAU ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHS**

A.C. Operated

Inkless Writing

Shipped Ready to Run

No Batteries

Require no Shielding

Prompt Delivery

THE JUNIOR GARCEAU ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH

A simplified inexpensive instrument for recording electrical potentials of the brain. Built-in interference eliminators permit use anywhere. Inkless records—no photography or film-development required. Instantaneous localization with any 2 of the 10 leads.

All Garceau Electroencephalographs operate entirely from the 115 volts, 50 or 60 cycle power lines.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL LABORATORY, INC.

HOLLISTON, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
New - MUELLER-WARD

COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY MODELS

Streamlined to eliminate irrelevant and confusing details, these models are three-dimensional diagrams illustrating the fundamental structural features of 12 major phyla of animals and 6 significant developmental stages. Providing at a glance a survey of the animal kingdom and its evolution, the models serve to orient the student in his work with living and preserved specimens, and lend continuity to the zoology course. Useful applications will be found in every subject from general zoology to phylogeny. Complete set of 18 models with 28 page illustrated teaching booklet, $90.00.

Send for Model Catalog... embodying many novel features, Mueller-Ward models have been acclaimed in recent years among the most valuable aids in teaching the biological sciences. New catalog, describing more than 50 models, sent on request.

WARD'S
NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT, INC.
P. O. Box 24, Beechwood Station
ROCHESTER 9, N. Y.
THE OPTICAL TOOLS OF SCIENCE...THE LABORATORY MICROSCOPE

THE B&L MODEL BA MICROSCOPE is the standard basic model for general laboratory use in Biology, Bacteriology, Medicine, Education and a score of other fields. Because of the wide variety of accessories available, it can be readily adapted to many regular and specialized uses.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER 2, N.Y.
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REHABILITATION AND THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM IN BIOLOGY¹

By Professor WALTER F. LOEHWING
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Proposed and existing federal legislation concerned with education provides a fairly good index to the general concepts and major plans for American postwar instruction. In addition to the existing laws for the rehabilitation and training of veterans (Public Laws 16, 1943 and 346, 1944), there are pending, and apparently certain of early enactment into law, three other important federal bills on education. These include the General Aid Bill (S-637), the Vocational Education Bill (S-1946) and the College and University General Extension Act (S-1670). The General Aid Bill aims to equalize educational opportunities in public schools through federal subsidy to inadequately financed institutions. The Vocational Education Bill contemplates an initial appropriation of $97,500,000 for vocational training, essentially on a post-high-school level, of veterans, displaced war workers and adults. The General Extension Act will grant funds to state universities and land-grant colleges for extension and adult education supplemental to agricultural extension work. The foregoing bills are the outgrowth of various nation-wide studies to meet the probable postwar educational needs of major groups of our population. Federal legislation of the above type is already being supplemented by similar laws in individual states.

These proposals clearly indicate that our schools, especially colleges and universities, face the task of serving a very large and extremely heterogeneous body of students. The traditional pattern of college curriculum hitherto designed to serve primarily the needs of relatively immature high-school graduates will have to be modified for battle-hardened veterans and mature

¹ Address before the Botanical Society of America, at the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in Cleveland, Ohio, September 11, 1944.